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Full Terms and Conditions of the 150%
bonus on registration and on trading
account deposit
General Provisions
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General Provisions
1. 150% Bonus can be credited to Premium MT5 trading account, and to
Standard MT5 or Standard MT4 trading account.
2. Only one bonus can be credited to trading account.
3. A bonus of this type can only be claimed once and only within 30 calendar
days of an account registration. The minimum deposit eligible for the bonus is
USD 100 (or equivalent in another currency). The company reserves the right
to limit the bonus amount.
4. This bonus can only be claimed once.
5. A bonus will be credited automatically when a deposit is made into a trading
account through the corresponding section of My Account, provided that this
option is selected when making the deposit.
6. Any available leverage can be set for a trading account with bonus funds.
7. Bonus funds are available for an unlimited period of time.
8. In the event that funds which were used to claim a bonus are withdrawn from
the trading account after the bonus has been credited, the bonus shall be
reduced by an amount equal to the amount withdrawn. The bonus
requirements must still be met on the full amount of the initially awarded
bonus.
9. Bonus funds can be used for trading as well as customer's own funds and
they are not included to the drawdown.
10. The company reserves the right to cancel the bonus without prior warning.
11. The bonus funds can be transferred from the trading account to the transitory
account until the bonus conditions are fulfilled in full.
12. To complete the bonus conditions in full, customers need to make trades
using any instruments available in trading terminal to the total value of 1 lot
per each $1 of bonus funds from the moment the bonus is credited to the
account. The time period for completing the bonus conditions is not limited.
13. The opening of opposite transactions using one financial instrument on
different trading accounts with bonus funds at the same time is prohibited.
14. Once terms of the bonus is fulfilled a customer should make a request (My
account section) to transfer bonus funds to have an opportunity to withdraw
funds.
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